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Review of Victor et al.

Comorbidity of mood/anxiety disorders
and addictive behaviors is widely reported
in the clinical literature. Many psycholog-
ical models of addictive and risk behaviors
assume an appetitive component (related
to impulsivity) and/or a mood regulation
component (related to anxiety; Verheul et
al., 1999; Raymond et al., 2003). Surpris-
ingly, most human neuroimaging studies
have focused on the first aspect, primarily
examining dysfunctions of the brain
reward circuitry, mainly the ventral stri-
atum (VStr). Fewer studies have exam-
ined the role of the amygdala, which may
contribute to the anxiety component of
human addictive behaviors. For instance,
the latter studies have shown that reduced
threat-related amygdala activity may be
associated with diminished reactions to
hazards and vulnerability to substance
abuse (Glahn et al., 2007; Hariri et al.,
2009).

Two recent studies have examined the
interaction of reward and threat proces-
sing in relation to potentially risky behav-
iors. Victor et al. (2015) showed a link
between VStr versus amygdala function-
ing and sexual behavior, while Nikolova et

al. (2015) examined the interplay of these
brain areas in alcohol use disorder.

Victor et al. (2015) examined VStr-
reward reactivity and amygdala-threat reac-
tivity in a group of 70 heterosexual young
adults (18–22 years old) using two experi-
mental tasks. A card-guessing game was
used to investigate VStr reactivity: partici-
pants received positive or negative feedback
and VStr-reward reactivity was measured
with fMRI as the blood oxygenation level-
dependent (BOLD) signal difference be-
tween positive and negative feedback. A
facial discrimination task was used to mea-
sure amygdala reactivity: participants were
presented with three photographs of faces
(with neutral, angry, fearful, or surprised
expressions) and had to match one of the
two faces presented at the bottom of the
screen with the target face displayed at
the top. During control blocks, partici-
pants matched simple geometric shapes.
Amygdala-threat reactivity was measured
as the BOLD difference between face and
shape trials.

The authors found that in men, rela-
tively high VStr-reward reactivity and low
amygdala-threat reactivity was associated
with a greater number of new vaginal
sex partners (VSPs) in a period of 3–20
months following the study [Victor et al.
(2015), their Fig. 2]. In contrast, a greater
number of new VSPs for women was as-
sociated with relatively high VStr-reward
reactivity and high amygdala-threat reac-
tivity [Victor et al. (2015), their Fig. 1].

The authors interpret their findings in
the broader and societally relevant context
of sexual risk behaviors. They implicitly
equate the number of sexual partners to sex-
ual risk behavior, and suggest that the ob-
served patterns of brain activity in the VStr
and amygdala are predictive of such behav-
iors, e.g., the contraction of sexually trans-
mitted infections (STIs). However, we think
this might be a bold leap. Sexual risk behav-
iors are usually defined by the increased
probability of two distinct outcomes: (1)
occurrence of unwanted pregnancy and (2)
infection with an STI (Whaley, 1999). Un-
wanted pregnancy is related to frequency of
penile-vaginal intercourse without contra-
ception. The risk of contracting STIs is de-
termined by several factors, among which
the most important is consistent condom
use (Wen et al., 1999; Baldwin et al., 2004;
Hsu et al., 2015). For example, many studies
on genital human papillomavirus (HPV)
infection, one of the most common STIs,
show that it is most strongly associated with
poor condom use (Kjaer et al., 2005) and
frequency of intercourse (Baldwin et al.,
2004), but not with the number of VSPs (for
review, see Partridge and Koutsky, 2006).
Furthermore, other studies demonstrated
that the predominant risk factor for HPV
infection in young women is related not
only to their own sexual behaviors but also
to those of their male partners (Burk et al.,
1996). In light of such evidence, we think
that the measure of new VSPs as used by
Victor et al. (2015) is insufficient to make a
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link between brain activity patterns and sex-
ual risk behaviors. To make such a claim,
further studies controlling the consistency
of condom use, frequency of intercourse,
and knowledge about the partners’ sexual
activity will be required.

In addition, we think that the gender-
specific effects reported in the study by Vic-
tor et al. (2015) should be treated with
caution. Based on the data shared with us by
the authors, only 6 of 48 females and 3 of 24
males reported two or more new VSPs in the
period following the fMRI experiment. To
ensure that opposite amygdala-threat reac-
tivity (high in females vs low in males) is not
an effect of individual differences between
these 6 female and 3 male individuals, these
results should be replicated with larger sam-
ples of highly sexually active adults.

Despite these concerns, the results of
Victor et al. (2015) are consistent with other
recent findings from the same research
group. Specifically, Nikolova et al. (2015)
showed that in the context of stress, prob-
lematic alcohol drinking was highest in in-
dividuals expressing one of two opposite
neural phenotypes: (1) high VStr-reward re-
activity and low amygdala-threat reactivity
or (2) low VStr-reward reactivity and high
amygdala-threat reactivity. This effect was
the same for men and women. It is notewor-
thy that the first group showed a pattern of
brain activity similar to that observed for
males in the study by Victor et al. (2015). In
addition, Nikolova et al. (2015) performed
mediation analyses providing evidence
that the relationship between stress and
problem drinking was specifically media-
ted by impulsivity (measured by delay-
discounting behavior) in the first group,
and by anxious/depressive symptoms (mea-
sured with self-report questionnaire) in the
second group. These results may reflect
some interplay between impulsivity and
inhibition of anxiety. Subjects with low anx-
iety levels may impulsively engage in prob-
lematic behavior. When threat-induced
amygdala activation is too high, the same
problematic behavior may be engaged in to
reduce anxiety. In contrast to the study by
Nikolova et al. (2015), Victor et al. (2015)
did not include measures of impulsivity or
anxiety. It would be interesting to include
such measures in future studies, to assess
their role as mediators in the relationship
between VStr/amygdala reactivity and sex-
ual behaviors.

It is worth noting that VStr-reward re-
activity was measured in the context of
monetary rewards in both the studies by
Nikolova et al. (2015) and Victor et al.
(2015). Interestingly, this reactivity to
monetary rewards was related to alcohol

abuse (Nikolova et al., 2015) and sexual
behavior (Victor et al., 2015). This sug-
gests that VStr reactivity in both studies
may be associated not with domain-
specific (i.e., selectively for alcohol or sex),
but rather with general impulsivity, as
previously suggested by Forbes et al.
(2009) using the same procedure. Many
behavioral studies have shown that sexual
risk behaviors are indeed related to
general impulsivity (Charnigo et al., 2013;
Dir et al., 2014) regardless of gender or
sexual orientation (King et al., 2012; Hut-
ton et al., 2013; Heidinger et al., 2015).
However, more detailed observations of
clinical populations indicate that some in-
dividuals exhibit a bias for sexual behav-
iors over other reward-seeking behaviors
(i.e., gambling; Kor et al., 2014). Valuable
insight for understanding such symptoms
comes from studies showing that the rela-
tive reactivity of the VStr toward different
types of cues scales with the relative moti-
vation to approach those cues. For exam-
ple, Sescousse et al. (2013) have shown
that the severity of pathological gambling
symptoms is related to the relative VStr
reactivity toward monetary compared
with erotic cues. Similarly, a recent study
by Demos et al. (2012) showed that the
VStr BOLD response to erotic pictures
(compared with baseline) was predictive
of sexual desire at 6-month follow up,
whereas the VStr response to other stimuli
(food, people, alcohol, nature) was not
predictive of this desire. Similar specific
relationships between VStr responses to
food images and body-mass index change
have been reported in the study by Demos
et al. (2012). We think that the examina-
tion of such cue-specific effects will be im-
portant in future studies on sexual risk
behaviors and out-of-control sexual
behaviors (OCSBs), which include exces-
sive consumption of pornography and
paid sexual services. There is ongoing
discussion among therapists and re-
searchers about how to conceptualize
OCSBs (Levine, 2010; but see Kafka,
2010). Two of the most discussed frame-
works are as follows: addictive behavior
related to sexual-specific VStr-reactivity
and obsessive-compulsive disorder re-
lated to anxiety regulation (Kor et al.,
2014; Voon et al., 2014; vs Ley et al., 2014;
vs Prause et al., 2015). Although the study
by Victor et al. (2015) did not assess these
cue-specific effects, the authors convinc-
ingly emphasized the importance of the
interaction between VStr-reward reactiv-
ity and amygdala-threat reactivity for bet-
ter understanding sexual risk behaviors.
This interaction should provide a valuable

framework for studying conditions like
OCSB. Investigating VStr/amygdala in-
teractions should help disentangle impul-
sive and affective neural mechanisms
underlying OCSBs and examine homoge-
neity of these symptoms.

To conclude, the study by Victor et al.
(2015) indicates that among young adults,
high VStr-reward reactivity may be re-
lated to a greater number of VSPs when
accompanied by low amygdala-threat re-
activity in men and high amygdala-threat
reactivity in women. Despite the fact that
some of the links that connect brain func-
tions with sexual risk behaviors are miss-
ing, the importance of the present study is
nevertheless evident. The observed inter-
action between VStr-reward reactivity
and amygdala-threat reactivity in the con-
text of sexual behaviors provides a prom-
ising framework for future research on
addictive and risk behaviors, including
OCSBs. For future studies, researchers
would be well advised to control and re-
port consistency of condom use and
frequency of intercourse. It will also be of
interest to clarify how the reported br-
ain activation patterns are related to sex-
ual behavior specifically or to general
impulsivity.
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